The resources and opportunities below are available for history students and awarded through the History Department or other sources on campus:

**Senior Honors Thesis Program Awards**
Each year, History majors have the chance to develop a substantial work of original research working closely with a History department adviser. Deadline: Late February (for the 2018-19 class)

As part of the program, admitted students can seek funding for travel and other research-related expenses from the Michael L. and Matthew L. Boyatt Award (administered through History, deadlines in March/September); the Anthony Kusa Undergraduate Research Award (administered through History, deadline March); and Honors Carolina. Deadline: late September each academic year.

**Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowships**
Over the last decade or more, students working with History department faculty have won numerous SURF awards from the Office of Undergraduate Research. Deadline: approx. February 2018

**Robinson Honors Fellows**
Robinson Honors Fellowships provide up to $6000 for travel abroad history of Europe and the Mediterranean from the golden age of Greece to the upheaval of World War I. Deadline: 30 January 2018.

**Office of Undergraduate Research: Conference Travel**
The Office of Undergraduate Research provides funds of up to $500 for undergraduate travel to present work at a professional conference in their field, including History. Deadline: before the 15th of every month